For all wall types

Feature Brick Lintels
Intermediate gussets to support the outer leaf are added as required

Medium Duty Example
shown: CC24-100/75/100 FB
(temporary base not shown)

Lifting points allow for
lifting with the feature
bricks pre-installed

Sloping web channels
moisture to the outside
- no separate DPC is
required for cavity lintels
over 150mm high
Aligning 304 Stainless Steel
hangers included to ensure feature
bricks are securely affixed

Straight
Segments are
no problem

Feet hidden in the mortar joint
ensure stability during construction

All standard cavity wall lintels
are fully insulated

Solid full-height profiled end
plates channel moisture away
to the outside

Steps and other
optional features are
also available in feature
brick versions
Plaster key is still
fitted as standard
on the inner

Light Duty Example
with Step
shown: CA16-100/80/125 S50/FB

Temporary base supports and aligns the feature bricks remove during construction to point the soffit prior to the
mortar curing completely
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For all wall types

Feature Brick Lintels
What is “feature brick”?

“Feature Brick” lintels conceal the outer leaf support above the first course of
masonry, so the lintel is completely hidden; only the brick is visible at the soffit!

Why use feature brick?

The resulting opening features both the natural aesthetic appeal of masonry &
the superior structural strength & regulatory compliance of a hidden steel lintel.

How to order feature brick:

A “Feature Brick” lintel is not a special type of lintel, but rather an option available
on most standard lintels, including arches - select your lintel and suffix with “FB”!

CAVITY WALL LINTELS
The feature brick option is available on all
cavity wall lintels, simply specify your lintel as
normal and suffix “ FB”.
CA16-100/80/125 FB
(centre section, as installed)

CC24-100/80/100 S50/FB
(centre section, as installed)

LINTELS FOR DOUBLE
SOLID WALLS
The feature brick option is available on all
“DC” & “DB” type lintels, a typical
example of each is shown here; specify as
normal and suffix “ FB”.
DB23-100/100 FB
(centre section, as installed)

SINGLE LEAF SOLID
WALL LINTELS
The feature brick option is available
for all “SC” & “SLB” type lintels, an SC
example is shown left

DC23-100/100 FB
(centre section, as installed)

OUTER LEAF
LINTELS
The feature brick option is
even available for outer leaf
lintels! Most types can be
accommodated, an OLH is
shown right:

SC23-100 FB

OLH27-100/90 FB

(centre sect. with temp. base)

(centre sect. with temp. base)

Even Arches and other architectural features can be accommodated in feature brick!
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